USING SPORT TO IGNITE PASSION IN STEM EDUCATION

THE ALLIANCE IN 2020:

Current events have made it clear that igniting passion in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math is a global priority.

Supported by $10,000 funding, this year the membership will create solutions for how to use sport to better support some of STEM Education’s most important advocates: The Educators.

Join the Alliance to collaborate and innovate for the Educating the Educators focus topic while also furthering conversations on Gender Equality – Girls in STEM and Hard to Reach Populations.

Help us shape a better tomorrow, connect with fellow leading organizations and participate in other exciting and exclusive member benefits.

2020 MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

SPECIAL EVENTS
• Spring Member Forum (Virtual)
• Fall Member Forum
• Beyond Innovation: Flagship Sport & STEM event attended by industry leaders, featuring interactive sessions, expert panel discussions and practical workshops

YEAR ROUND
• Topic focused working groups
• International members-only digital community
• Quarterly Sport & STEM Alliance E-bulletin
• Informative quarterly webinars
• Discounted rates to select Beyond Sport events

EMAIL BEN.FREEDMAN@BEYONDSPORT.ORG TO JOIN THE ALLIANCE

FUNDING MEMBERS AND STRATEGIC PARTNERS

EMAIL BEN.FREEDMAN@BEYONDSPORT.ORG TO JOIN THE ALLIANCE

Founding Members and Strategic Partners

Annual Membership Fees:
Corporate: $1500; NGO: $1250